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cannot be properly examined unless the production of sugar cane in the 
field is also studied in details It is accordingly proposed to deal in 
this "Study" first with the production and economics of sugar yielding 
crops and then the economics of manufacture of sugar with a view to 
finding appropriate answers to the questions posed above, for the benefit 
of those who are concerned in any capacity with decision making regarding 
this industry. 
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CO ;T OF PRODUCTION OP COTTON UNDER 
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Total 
SjjNo. Mar,ia of Operation No./Amount Rate/Unit Expensng 
9 „ Land Revenue & othartaxes 14.00 . V+.QO 
10«i Interest on Inacaia neat E 123 for 6 
months on seed, fertiliser & plant 
protection i.e. Rs.137.00 
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MOTE ~ (6) 
Str.fi required for tho above mentioned' in-puts and to be paid 
for by the mill is os under 
I. TinCTOR F.dtM: • . 
(a) Staff 1 No. Rate P.M. Total p.a. (Rs) 
Manager, Tractor Farm 1 Rs. 3,000/- 36,000.00 
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